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Long recognized as an important ocean feature, the study of sea ice has always  
been hindered by its wide area of coverage in the harshest areas of the planet.  The 
proliferation of remote sensing techniques and platforms has helped immensely, allowing 
ice to be examined on large scales and at safe distances for the first time.  Although early 
satellite ice studies were limited by the lack of sunlight in the poles during winter and 
frequent polar cloud cover, the launch of microwave radiometers in the 70’s allowed ice 
extent to be determined year round without significant interference from the atmosphere 
or clouds.  Although newer technologies promise better resolutions, passive microwave 
retrievals of ice concentrations continue to be widely used by the scientific community 
and numerous government agencies to track changes in ice extent.  This paper examines 
the Bootstrap and NASA Team ice retrieval algorithms, and discusses the reasons they 
continue to be used. 
 
DESCRIPTION OF SEA ICE 
  
The Importance of Sea Ice 
  

Changes in the extent of sea ice are of interest for a number of reasons.   Its 
presence limits marine transport in polar regions and makes it difficult or impossible to 
exploit resources such as oil reserves in the Arctic ocean, giving sea ice economic 
importance.   Climatologically sea ice formation is a powerful feedback mechanism, 
limiting heat and moisture transfer between the ocean and atmosphere, therebye 
intensifying the cold, dry polar winters.  It has also proven to be sensitive to temperature 
fluctuations, making it a good, early indicator of climate change.  Concern over global 
warming in recent years has spurred a good deal of sea ice research, as many climate 
models suggest ice cover will disappear completely if current climate trends continue.  
Such a change would have drastic effects on polar ecology.  Primary production would 
increase dramatically, as the presence of ice blocks sunlight into the ocean, inhibiting 
phytoplankton activity.   Although this would benefit fish populations, many marine 
mammals, such as seals and polar bears, would be adversely affected as their feeding 
habits are dictated by the presence of ice.  Climate change resulting from a loss of sea ice 
would also place stress on these animal populations (CRYSYS, 2003). 
 
Ice Formation and Development 

 
Sea ice is a complex substance, consisting of a mixture of ice, air and brine.  A 

variety of meteorological and oceanic parameters determines the relative concentrations 
of these components upon ice formation, and continues thereafter to modulate them.  As a 
result sea ice is remarkably variable, with a dynamic composition.  Although a 
classification scheme has been developed using factors such as ice thickness, salinity and 
age, there remains a good deal of compositional variability within any single class (Lewis 
et al, 1994).  The following section describes the formation of ice and outlines a few ice 
classifications of interest to remote sensors. 
   
 The development of sea ice begins with the formation of individual crystals of 
pure water ice, which together form a slushy layer up to 10 cm thick known as ‘grease 
ice’.  The individual crystals eventually consolidate into large sheets of ‘new’ sea ice, the 
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form of which depends on meteorological conditions and the rate at which freezing 
occurs.  In calm conditions the grease ice forms a uniform layer, while in rougher 
conditions the grease ice is concentrated into many round flows with diameter of 30 cm 
to 3 m.  Called ‘pancakes’, these formations freeze together during wave-free periods to 
form a single sheet.  With the formation of an ice layer further ice growth is inhibited, as 
the ice sheet insulates the underlying water from the colder atmosphere.  Additional ice 
continues to be added to the bottom of the sheet, but at a rate controlled by the 
temperature gradient within the ice.  Wave action can cause the ice thickness to increase 
by causing collision of individual ice sheets.  During the early stages of ice development 
such collisions cause the ice to buckle, rafting individual flows over others.  These 
superimposed flows can freeze together, producing ice thicknesses up to 30 cm (Lewis et 
al, 1994).   
 As the ice grows its bulk salinity decreases from very high levels to levels much 
lower than surrounding ocean water. High salinity in new ice is due to the presence of 
large volumes of seawater trapped between ice crystals during the consolidation process.  
With time some of the water within these pockets begins to freeze, strengthening the ice 
sheet and concentrating the remaining seawater into a highly saline brine.  Much of this 
brine is squeezed out of the ice, pushed either into the underlying water or onto the ice 
surface, where it forms a thin saline layer.  Growth at the bottom of the ice sheet creates 
new brine pockets, but drainage is continual, and as the ice grows older it becomes 
steadily less saline, particularly in the layer above the ocean surface.  Once the ice 
becomes markedly less saline than open waters it is referred to as ‘first-year ice’.  First 
year ice is typically 20-200 cm thick, and is more brittle than young ice.  It doesn’t 
buckle, preventing individual ice sheets from riding over each other.  Instead, collisions 
cause fracturing along lines of weakness, forming pressure ridges.  Rubble piles up along 
these ridges, with heights up to 10m (Lewis et al, 1994).   
 

With the onset of spring any snow overlying the ice sheet begins to melt, along 
with the top layers of ice, causing fresh water to pool at the surface.  This water drains 
through small channels within the ice produced by earlier brine drainage, flushing much 
of the remaining brine and further desalinating the sea ice.  Ice that survives the melt 
season is shaped by differential melting during that period, leaving behind melt ponds, 
smoothly rounded ‘hummocks’ and weathered ridges.  Water drainage through the ice 
leaves behind expanded drainage channels and little residual brine.  Overlying fresh 
water and remaining snow refreezes.  In some areas, melting has uncovered the columnar 
surface. The result is an ice formation distinct from first year ice; less saline, with greater 
surface relief and less uniformity.  Furthermore, this ‘multi-year’ ice is less dense than 
first year ice, as the highly concentrated liquid brine has been replaced by lighter ice or 
air.  Multi-year ice continues to grow during subsequent years, and can be several meters 
thick (Lewis et al, 1994).     

 
Although the World Meteorological Organization has many more classifications 

of ice types, remote sensors typically limit their efforts to the identification of first-year 
and multi-year ice.  These formations have markedly different electromagnetic properties, 
the reasons for which are discussed below. These differences allow them to be identified, 
and their relative concentrations to be estimated (Lewis et al, 1994). 
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Electromagnetic Properties of Sea Ice and Ocean Water 
 
 As sea ice develops and ages, the electrical properties of the ocean surface 
change.  However, the inhomogeneous nature of sea ice produces large spatial and 
temporal differences in these properties, making it impossible to universally apply a 
single set to any of the surface classes (Cavalieri, Comiso et al, 1997).  Fortunately 
changes in dielectric properties follow a general pattern that can be exploited in ice 
retrieval algorithms. These trends are illustrated in Figure 1.    
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Figure 1:  Emissivity of different ocean features as a function of frequency.  OW denotes 

ocean water, FY first-year ice and MY multi-year ice.  H and V denote horizontal and 
vertical polarizations.  From Cavalieri, Comiso et al, 1997.  

 
 Smooth ocean water is highly reflective in the microwave range, causing it to 
appear radiometrically cold.  While the temperature of oceans near the poles change very 
little in winter, wind roughening can cause the brightness temperatures to vary 
significantly.  Emissions are strongly polarized to the vertical, and show a marked 
increase with frequency.  As newly formed ice contains large volumes of ocean water its 
emissions closely resemble those of the ocean itself, and can’t be identified as a unique 
surface type (Rubinstein et al, 1994). 
  
 Further growth replaces trapped water with ice and leaves pockets of highly saline 
brine.  Although present in small volumes, the strong electrical properties of this brine 
have a significant effect on the ice’s bulk dielectric properties.   Unlike the surrounding 
low loss, non-reflective pure ice, the brine is high loss and highly reflective.  Although 
first-year ice appears more like highly emissive pure ice than ocean water in the 
microwave spectrum, its large brine volume gives it a unique appearance.  Its emissions 
are large, with little dependence on frequency and only slight polarization (Cavalieri & 
Comiso, 2003). 
 
 As sea ice ages and becomes less saline it begins to resemble pure ice to a greater  
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degree.  While microwave emissions remain higher than water, they decrease slightly 
with frequency.   Polarization is still much lower than for open water, but also shows an 
inverse dependence on frequency (Cavalieri & Comiso, 2003).   
  
RETRIEVAL ALGORITHMS 
 
The SSM/I and Passive Microwave Retrieval Algorithms: 
 
 Algorithms designed to determine ice concentrations and/or ice type using 
microwave emissions rely primarily on two factors; the differences in the polarizing 
qualities of ice and open ocean waters and the greater spectral dependence of ocean 
waters than sea ice.  Most rely heavily on some combination of the 37 (H and V) and 
19(H and V) GHz channels incorporated into the Special Scanning Microwave Imager 
(SSM/I) instruments that have been in orbit since the 80’s (Rubinstein et al, 1994).  The 
choice of these channels is based on the availability of several decades of data, minimal 
atmospheric interference at these frequencies, and the relatively high level of resolution 
they offer (Cavalieri & Comiso, 2003).  Frequently the SSM/I’s 22 (V) and 85 (H & V) 
GHz channels are used to improve the accuracy of the algorithm in problem areas such as 
the ice margin (Cavalieri & Comiso, 2003).   
  
 The most prominent problems with the SSM/I instrument, and microwave 
radiometers in general, are poor spatial resolution and problems with snow and melt 
water interference.   The SSM/I instrument has resolution of 625 km2, making it useless 
for the study of small scale ice features such as melt ponds, leads or polynyas.  It also has 
a good deal of trouble resolving the ice margin.  Problems with snow and melt water arise 
from to the fact that these features cover the ice surface, masking its microwave 
signature.  Due to extensive melt water formation, passive microwave ice algorithms give 
poor results during the summer (Rubinstein et al, 1994).  
 
 At an early point in the development of passive microwave sea ice retrieval 
algorithms it was determined that brightness temperatures from SMMR and SMM/I 
channels were highly correlated.  When graphed in three dimensional space, with three 
axes corresponding to three unique radiometer channels, data collected over polar oceans 
was found to be coplanar, and therefore two dimensional.  As a result, concentrations of 
at most three unique surfaces can be determined for a single surface using passive 
radiometry.  The presence of 4 or more unique surfaces renders separation impossible  
(Cavalieri, Comiso et al, 1997).  While there are more than three surfaces present in the 
polar oceans, only ocean water, first-year ice and multi-year ice concentrations are 
retrieved.  Other surfaces such as glacial ice, melt water or new ice closely resemble one 
of these and, with the exception of melt water overlying ice, they can interfere with 
concentration calculations of only one of the surface types of interest (Rubinstein et al, 
1994). 
 
 With these limitations in mind, two algorithms used by the National Snow and Ice 
Data Centre (NSIDC) have been examined; the Bootstap algorithm and the NASA Team 
algorithm.  The two use different techniques, channels and brightness temperature tie 
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points to retrieve ice concentrations using data collected with the Special Sensing 
Microwave Imager (SSM/I). 
 
Bootstrap Algorithm: 
 
 Designed in the 1980’s, the bootstrap algorithm uses geometric interpolation to 
determine the concentrations of each.  The three unique surfaces are taken to be open 
ocean water and two ice types, typically first-year and multi-year ice. The algorithm 
relies on the fact that when two brightness temperatures collected at different frequencies 
and/or polarizations are graphed against each other, data collected over completely ice 
covered regions lie on a straight line (Cavalieri, Comiso et al, 1997).  Figure 1 shows 
such a plot, with the line describing complete ice coverage denoted AD.  On such a graph 
open ocean can be represented as a single point, denoted as O, and it is assumed that the 
radiometric properties of water within the ice are constant.  This is a reasonable 
assumption as the presence of ice limits surface roughness variability by limiting fetch, 
and temperature variability by holding the water in thermodynamic equilibrium with the 
ice.  Using this information, the bootstrap algorithm is theoretically capable of 
determining the relative concentrations of water and the two ice types, although for 
reasons described later its use is usually limited to the determination of absolute ice 
concentration (Cavalieri & Comiso, 2003). 
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Figure 2:  37H vs. 37V scatter plot, with ice line denoted AD, open ocean point O, measured 
pixel point B and estimated ice temperature point I.   
 
 Absolute ice concentrations are determined using the following method.  A given 
brightness temperature measured by a passive radiometer is a function of the ice 
concentration, Ci, within the field of view (FOV), the temperature of the ocean surface, 
To, and the average ice temperature, Ti: 
   
   Tb = CiTi + (1-Ci)To 
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Rearranging to isolate Ci gives 
  
   Ci = (Tb – To)/(Ti –To). 
 
As To can be assumed constant, only an estimate of Ti is required to determine ice 
concentration.  The method by which this is obtained is illustrated in Figure 2.  Using two 
Tb’s measured by the radiometer, a point B is plotted on a 37H vs. 37V or 37V vs. 19V 
scatter plot.   As B is taken to be a linear combination of To and Ti, Ti can be estimated 
as the intersection of lines AD and OB (AMSR).  In order to improve accuracy, the 
bootstrap algorithm uses temperatures from both the channels in the scatter plot to 
determine Ci: 
 
 Ci = {[(Tb1-To1)2 + (Tb2-To2)2]/[(Ti1-To1)2 + (Ti2-To2)2]}1/2  
 
where subscript 1 implies channel 1, subscript 2 channel 2.   The choice of which scatter 
plot to use (37 H vs 37 V or 37 V vs. 19 V) depends on the ice types present.  In areas 
dominated by first-year ice, such as around Antarctica, the 37 V/19 V scatter plot gives 
better results, while the 37 H/37 V gives better results in the multi-year covered North 
Pole (NSIDC, 2003a)).  
 
 It is theoretically possible to determine the relative concentration of each ice type 
as well, using estimates of point A and D that adequately represent 100% ice type 1 
(point A) and 100% ice type 2 (point D). However, unlike ocean water, the radiometric 
qualities of sea ice are highly variable, even within a single ice type.   Atmospheric 
conditions, the presence of snow cover and differences in depth can cause significant 
changes in the brightness temperatures of ice.  This makes it impossible to identify a 
single point on the scatter plot that universally describes a single ice type, making it 
impossible for the algorithm to distinguish ice types.  In fact, the line AD varies 
constantly and as a result the bootstrap algorithm works best if the equation for AD is 
recalculated on a regular basis for a number of small regions.   This is difficult, however, 
and the algorithm gives good concentration estimates using a single equation for AD 
during the winter and a second in the summer (Cavalieri & Comiso, 1997).  Switching 
equations from one period to the next and correctly selecting which scatter plot to use 
gives the bootstrap a good deal of adaptability (Belchansky et al, 2002).   
 
 The bootstrap algorithm may give false concentrations near the ice margins, 
where atmospheric conditions such as wind-driven surface roughening, rain and high 
humidity can cause a pixel’s radiometric signature to resemble ice.  Ocean masks have 
been developed using the 22V GHz channel that help fix this problem (NSIDC 2003a). 
 
NASA Team Algorithm: 
  
 Selected by NASA in 1985 as the best of three potential ice retrieval algorithms, 
the  NASA Team Algorithm uses both the polarization and frequency dependence of 
emitted microwave radiation to determine ice concentrations.  In comparison, the 
bootstrap uses one property or the other, depending on the region being examined.  
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 Concentration of ice types is calculated in the Team Algorithm using two 
independent variables.  The first of these, PR, describes the polarization of microwaves 
emitted from within the FOV at the 19 GHz frequency (NSIDC, 2003b):   
 
 PR = (Tb(19 V) – Tb(19 H))/(Tb(19 V) + Tb (19 H)) 
 
 The second variable, GR, describes how emission changes with frequency, using 
vertically polarized emissions at 19 and 37 GHz.  It is referred to as the spectral gradient 
ratio, and is calculated as follows (NSIDC, 2003b): 
 
 GR = (Tb(37 V) – Tb(19 V))/(Tb(37 V) + Tb(19 V)) 
  
 These variables are related to ice concentrations by a set of coefficients calculated 
using predetermined brightness temperature ‘tie’ points for open ocean and two ice types, 
intended to describe a single surface type. Due to the inhomogeneity of sea ice tie points 
must be selected on a regional basis, although a single set for the northern and southern 
hemisphere has proven to be adequate under most conditions.   In the southern 
hemisphere a lack of multi-year ice has prompted the algorithm designers to instead 
select tie points from a range of young ice types.  The tie point temperatures used for 
each hemisphere are given in Table 1, and the resulting coefficients are given in Table 2 
(NSIDC, 2003b).   
 
  

Data Tb (Kelvins) 
Northern Hemisphere

Tb (Kelvins) 
Southern Hemisphere

TB19VW 177.1 176.6 

TB19VF 258.2 249.8 

TB19VM 223.2 221.6 

TB19HW 100.8 100.3 

TB19HF 242.8 237.8 

TB19HM 203.9 193.7 

TB37VW 201.7 200.5 

TB37VF 252.8 243.3 

TB37VM 186.3 190.3 

 
Table 1:  Brightness temperature tie points for the Northern and Southern Hemispheres.  From 
NSIDC, 2003b. 
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Coefficient Northern Hemisphere Southern Hemisphere

A0 3290.2 3055.0 

A1 -20761.2 -18592.6 

A2 23934.0 20906.9 

A3 47985.4 42554.5 

B0 -790.9 -782.750 

B1 13825.3 13453.5 

B2 -33155.8 -33098.3 

B3 -47771.9 -47334.6 

C0 2035.3 2078.00 

C1 9244.6 7423.28 

C2 -5665.8 -3376.76 

C3 -12875.1 -8722.03 
Table 2:  Team coefficients, calculated from tie points above.   From NSIDC, 2003b. 
 
   The coefficients are combined in the following ways to produce ice 
concentration estimates: 
 
 D = c0 + c1PR – c2GR + c3GRPR 
 CM = (a0 + a1PR + a2GR + c3GRPR)/D  
 CF = b0 + b1PR + b2GR + b3GRPR)/D 
 CT = CM + CF 
 
Where CT is total ice concentration, CM multi-year ice concentration and CF first-year 
ice concentration.  As the tie points in used in southern hemisphere are all for young ice 
types the distinction between multi and first-year ice becomes meaningless, and only CT 
has any practical use. 
 
 Using the tie point temperatures, each unique surface can be described using GR 
and PR values.  The specific GR/PR values for surfaces found in the Arctic Ocean have 
been plotted in Figure 2.  Despite the dynamic, inhomogeneous nature of sea ice, PR and 
GR values are relatively unaffected by spatial or temporal variations in temperature.  As a 
result the GR, PR points for the three surfaces remain relatively fixed.  Were this not the 
case, the Team algorithm would be unable to determine concentrations of different ice 
types (Cavalieri, Comiso et al).   
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Figure 3:  Spectral Gradient Ration vs. Polarization Ratio graph, on which ocean water (OW), 
First-year(FY) and Multi-year (MY) ice tie points are shown.  
 
 The Team algorithm shares some shortcomings with the bootstrap algorithm, 
chiefly that variability of radiometric properties within ice types makes the selection of 
tie points difficult.  Again, this problem can be overcome by choosing unique tie points 
for individual regions.  The Team algorithm may also give false ice concentrations in 
areas with a good deal of open ocean, where surface roughening, water vapour and rain 
can increase brightness temperatures within the field of view.  A weather/ocean mask has 
been developed to address this issue, using two GR values.  If the gradient between the 
37 and 19 GHz channels (GR(37/19)) is greater than .05 and/or the gradient for the 22 
and 19 GHz channels (GR(22/19)) is greater than .045, the pixel is given a CT of 0%.  
This mask has the unfortunate side effect of erasing low ice concentrations, but has 
proven effective when effects of rain, wind or water vapour concentrations aren’t too 
extreme (Cavalieri & Comiso, 2003).   
 
 
COMPARISON OF RETRIEVAL: 
 
 In October of 1997 the Des Grosillieres,, a Canadian icebreaker, was allowed to 
be surrounded by sea ice and used as a floating research platform to be used in the 
SHEBA research project.  Over the following year it was left to travel with the ice pack, 
while a variety of sea ice related data was collected (SHEBA, 2003).  In order to compare 
the performance of the Team and Bootstrap algorithms, ice concentration calculations 
have been made following the SHEBA track from 01/01/98 to 09/01/98 using SSM/I 
readings.  The results have been compared against similar calculations made using 
AVHRR data by the Colorado Centre for Astrodynamic Research, and some 
meteorological data has been used to explain a few of the data anomalies (CCAR, 2003). 
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 Tie points and coefficients for the Team algorithm are the same as those given for 
the northern hemisphere in tables 1 and 2.   Bootstrap calculations were made using the 
37H/37V scatter plot, where AD is described using Tb(37H) = 1.00(Tb(37V)) -12, and 
point O placed at point (202, 130) from January to July.  From July onwards, the equation 
for AD was set to Tb(37H) = 1.226(Tb(37V)) -70, and O was placed at the point 
(203,130) These are the standard parameters used in the northern hemisphere for the 
dates given.  The results are given in Table 3 and Figure 4. 
 

 
Ice 
Fraction     

Day Bootstrap 
NASA 
Team AVHRR 

1 1.00 1.00 1
10 1.00 1.00 1
20 1.08 1.00 1
30 0.98 1.00 1
40 0.98 0.98 0.98
50 1.00 1.00 1
60 1.00 1.00 1
70 1.00 1.00 1
80 0.99 1.00 0.99
90 0.97 1.00 1

100 1.00 1.00 1
110 0.78 0.93 0.94
120 0.87 0.95 0.94
130 1.00 1.00 1
140 1.00 1.00 0.98
150 1.00 0.90 0.99
160 1.65 1.00 0.98
170 0.96 0.99 1
180 1.00 1.00 0.9
190 0.94 0.95 0.95
200 0.92 0.85 0.78
210 0.85 0.79 0.79
220 0.85 0.79 0.67
230 0.77 0.77 0.8
240 0.84 0.77 0.68

   
Table 3:  Results of ice concentrations from 2 data sets and 3 algorithms. 
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Figure 4:  Ice concentrations from 2 data sets, 3 algorithms. 
 
 All three algorithms show similar trends throughout the period examined.  
Although the three algorithms show only weak correlation, with r2 values ranging from 
0.5 to 0.7, the values from each are very similar. The Bootstrap and Team algorithms 
vary by only 3% on average, the Bootstrap and AVHRR algorithms by 5%, and the Team 
and AVHRR by about 3%.  Individual days show much greater variation, with variations 
up to 18%. In general the Team algorithm gives higher ice concentrations than Bootstrap 
in the winter, and lower concentrations in the spring and summer. 
 
 Two features stand out in the data.  The first is the sudden drop in concentrations 
on day 110.  All algorithms show a sudden drop on that day, but while the Team and 
AVHRR calculations remain above 90%, the bootstrap algorithm drops to 78%.  Looking 
at the preceding days AVHRR data, we see that this decrease occurred rapidly, in the 
space of a about a day, then concentrations slowly returned to 100% in the space of a few 
days.  It is unlikely that this decrease is actually due to changes in the ice cover, as it 
occurs and recovers too rapidly.  Rather, it may be due to a snowfall event or surface melt 
that masked the underlying ice, causing the surface to appear ‘ocean-like’. The 
particularly drastic response of the Bootstrap algorithm could be due to the fact that the 
AD equation used deviated sharply from the one necessary to describe ice surfaces in this 
situation.  Switching to the summer equation for AD intended to work better during melt 
season improved the situation slightly, raising concentrations to 82%.  However, there 
was still sharp deviation between the three algorithms. 
 
 The other stand out feature on the graph is the erratic behavior of the AVHRR 
derived concentrations during the melt season.  Examining the meteorological data on for 
days in which AVHRR concentrations are low revealed that all occurred on days with 
100% cloud cover.  As the AVHRR instrument relies on thermal imagery these decreases 
are most likely due to the cloud interference rather than actual ice decreases.  However, it 
is also possible that differences in resolutions are to blame.  The SSM/I has a resolution 
of 625 km2, 25 times that of the AVHRR data.  Motion of ice into and out of the AVHRR 
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pixel could be to blame for the sudden decreases and increases.  These motions may have 
occurred on scales too small to register in the SSM/I instrument. 
 
 Summarizing, the Bootstrap and Team algorithms agree fairly well in general, 
varying by only 3% on average, although under certain conditions this deviation can 
increase significantly.  The fact that the Bootstrap algorithm is consistently below Team 
in the winter and above in the summer suggests that one or the other is working slightly 
better at all times.  A similar seasonal fluctuation was found by Belchansky (2002).  
These microwave algorithms give more consistent data than thermal radiometry 
algorithms.  These results are consistent with similar studies that have compared the 
abilities of passive radiometry algorithms, active microwave systems and thermal 
radiometry to measure ice concentrations. 
 
Discussion of Other Studies:  SAR vs. Passive Radiometry 
  
 In recent years a number of studies have been conducted to study determine how 
passive radiometry ice calculations compare to those made using other systems, primarily 
synthetic aperture radar (SAR).  During this process, the Team and Bootstrap algorithms 
have also been compared. 
 Cavalieri, Comiso et al compared the two algorithms in both hemispheres, and 
found that agreement between the two depended on the region and period being 
examined.   They found that the Bootstrap algorithm gave higher 10-35% higher readings 
than Team within much of the Antarctic ice pack, while the reverse was true near the ice 
margin.  Overall, the two showed better agreement in the Arctic, with average differences 
of only a few percent.  Performing sensitivity studies, they found the Team algorithm was 
less sensitive to minute temperature fluctuations.  For this reason, they suggest it is less 
prone to underestimating ice concentrations than Bootstrap, such as in the event that 
snowfall changes the snow/ice interface temperature.  This could explain our calculations 
for day 110.   
 Case studies in which ice concentrations from both algorithms have been 
compared to SAR suggest that both algorithms underestimate actual ice concentrations, 
likely due to the fact that passive radiometry can’t distinguish new ice from ocean water, 
while the marked difference in surface roughness between these surfaces allows them to 
be clearly separated on SAR images.  Comparisons to SAR data further suggest that 
Team calculations seriously underestimate multi-year concentrations (Belchansky et al, 
2002). 
 It is generally agreed (Cavalieri, Comiso et al, 1997; Belchansky et al, 2002) that 
both algorithms give good results throughout most of the year, with the least accurate 
calculations given during the melt season.  Results can be improved if users have some 
foreknowledge of the area being studied, and carefully select the appropriate algorithm 
and tie points for that situation (Cavalieri, Comiso et al, 1997).  The synergistic use of 
SAR data with SSM/I imagery can help reduce any inaccuracies, and is helpful in 
verifying a specific algorithm choice is appropriate (Belchansky et al, 2002). 
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CONCLUSIONS 
 
 Although passive radiometry has a number of shortfalls, it continues to be used 
extensively for a number of reasons.  Field projects and comparison to higher resolution 
sensors reveal passive microwave algorithms work well throughout most of the year, 
particularly if users are careful in their algorithm selection and adjustment.  The fact that 
the necessary data has been collected for a quarter century allows it to be used for long 
term studies.  This is of particular interest to climate modelers, who require such data to 
initialize and verify their models.   Furthermore the data is freely available and will 
continue to be collected for the foreseeable future, and is relatively easy to manipulate 
and interpret. 
 

While newer, more powerful synthetic aperture radar systems allow more 
accurate concentration calculations to be made, they can’t offer the long record, ease of 
access or ease of use that passive radiometry can.   The unwieldy nature of SAR data, 
combined with the shear size of data required to map sea ice extent requires reliable 
automated retrieval and processing systems be developed, and area that still requires a 
good deal of work (Kwok & Tsatsoulis, 1998).   The use of this data is further prohibited 
by its immense cost.  Even when specific studies require the higher resolution of SAR 
data, SSM/I data can be used to economically validate the data or identify promising 
study sites. 

 
In short, passive microwave ice retrievals are a crude but proven method of determining 
ice extent that will continue to be used, alone or in conjunction with instruments such as 
SAR, far into the future. 
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